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ASP.NET 2.0 is the new version of Microsoft's groundbreaking server-side scripting language. There is currently a huge demand to integrate dynamic content into Flash websites and applications and, as a solid competitor to technologies such as JSP, PHP, and ColdFusion, ASP.NET is one of the most popular choices to achieve this.
Used in conjunction with Flash, ASP.NET can process, store, and create new data, and work as a bridge between the Flash movie and external data sources, enabling web designers to build dynamic, interactive web applications, incorporating information from a host of databases.                  

Whether you're a Flash designer or an ASP.NET developer, this highly readable Foundation book will provide a a thorough grounding to integrating Flash , ActionScript 2.0, ASP.NET, and databases. Along the way you’ll study features such as email integration, saving visitor information, dynamic updating, and much more. Foundation ASP.NET 2.0 for Flash will take you through the essentials of ASP.NET/C#, setting up your development environment, sending data to and from Flash, database integration, and then on to advanced topics such as web services, Flash Remoting, XML data, and securing your applications.     

       About the Author


   After leading an Artificial Intelligence team at the University of Minnesota and graduating with a degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Ryan started Green Lizard Computing in Minneapolis, MN in 1999 where he developed web applications using a combination of ASP, PHP and Flash. In 2001, Ryan co-founded Balance Studios in Green Bay, WI where he is currently the Technical Director. At Balance Studios, Ryan architects and develops web based applications using technologies ranging from Shockwave 3D to ASP.NET and Flash.
  
  In 2003, Ryan also co-founded epicsoft, LLC of Green Bay, WI where he is the lead Software Engineer, designing and developing applications for the creative and development communities using C# and Flash. Ryan is also a Certified Macromedia Flash Developer, teaches classes on Internet technologies at ITT Technical College, speaks at technology conferences, and authors articles for a variety of technology magazines. Ryan maintains an ASP.NET &emdash; Flash weblog which can be found at http://blogs.ittoolbox.com/c/engineering/       
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Food, Fermentation and Micro-organismsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Fermentation and the use of micro-organisms is one of the most important aspects of food processing, an industry worth billions of US dollars world-wide. From beer and wine to yoghurt and bread, it is the common denominator between many of our foodstuffs. 


In his engaging style Professor Charles Bamforth covers all known food...
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Marketing Communications: Integrating Offline and Online with Social MediaKogan Page, 2011

	
		Marketing, and Marketing Communications in
	
		particular, has changed forever. And it has all
	
		happened since the last edition of this book - the
	
		4th edition - written way back in 2005. What's
	
		changed? Two things essentially: first, Social Media
	
		arrived and changed the communications...
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Linux Multimedia GuideO'Reilly, 1996

	
		Linux is increasingly popular among computer enthusiasts of all types, and one of the applications where it is flourishing is multimedia. Take a low-cost hardware platform and add the Linux operating system, which really exploits its speed, and you have a great host for developing multimedia applications. These often can be ported to...
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Gale Encyclopedia of Science (Encyclopedia of Science 6 Vol.)Gale, 2007

	The Gale Encyclopedia of Science (GES) is devoted to providing younger students and general readers with a foundation upon which to build an understanding of modern science.


	Although as expansive and inclusive as size allows, any encyclopedia devoted to science can only hope to wade a bit along the shore of a vast ocean of...
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The Organic Chemistry of Drug Synthesis (Organic Chemistry Series of Drug Synthesis) (Volume 2)John Wiley & Sons, 1980

	Updated every five years, the series represents the optimal compromise between currency and a sufficient body of material for cohesive and comprehensive treatment in a monograph. Provides a quick yet thorough overview of the synthetic routines that have been used to access specific classes of therapeutic agents. Materials are organized by...
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IP Addressing and Subnetting, Including IPv6Syngress Publishing, 1999
This book covers every aspect of the current version, as well as what will be a  widespread migration starting in late 1999. These include: increasing the IP  address size from 32 bits to 128 bits; supporting more levels of addressing  hierarchy and an increased number of addressable nodes; supporting simpler  auto-configuration of addresses;...
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